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INTRODUCTION 
The first section of this paper sets forth a functional calculus for subnor- 
mal operators and then poses a rather natural operator-theoretic problem 
about this calculus. The second section shows that the operator-theoretic 
problem is equivalent to a function-theoretic problem concerning the 
weak* density of a certain algebra of functions in a certain L” space. The 
third section proves that this algebra of functions is weak* dense over an 
open subset of the complex plane, thus shifting interest to that part of the 
algebra not living over this subset. The fourth section solves the weak* 
density problem totally in the hypodirichlet case. Finally, the fifth section 
poses some open questions and presents some relevant examples concern- 
ing the weak* density problem in general. 
We adopt the following conventions and notation. 
All Hilbert spaces are complex and separable and all operators live on 
Hilbert space and are bounded and linear. For X a Hilbert space S?(X) 
denotes the space of all operators on X. Given A Ed, a(A) denotes 
the spectrum of A and for 2 a closed subspace of X, Al2 denotes the 
restriction of A to 2. WOT stands for the weak operator topology. 
For C a subset of the complex plane d=, let Co, C, and 8C denote the 
interior, closure, and boundary of C, respectively. The characteristic 
function of C is denoted X, and the restriction of a function f to C is 
denoted f/C. Given z. E @ and 6 > 0, d(z,; 6) denotes the open disc of 
radius 6 centered at zo. 
All measures are compactly supported regular complex Bore1 measures. 
Denote the support of a measure p by spt p and the restriction of p to a 
Bore1 set C by pIC. When p is absolutely continuous with respect to 
another measure v we write p 4 v and when p and v are mutually absolutely 
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continuous we write ,DXV. We think of L’(p) as the space of all measures v 
such that v$p. 
Finally, for K a compact subset of @, C(K) denotes the space of all con- 
tinuous complex-valued functions on K while R(K) denotes the uniform 
closure in C(K) of the rational functions in z with poles off K. 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
An operator S on a Hilbert space &? is called subnormal iff there exists a 
Hilbert space X containing Y? and a normal operator N on X such that 
N&‘c% and NlZ= S. Such an N, called a normal extension of S, is 
called a minimal normal extension (mne) of S iff the smallest closed sub- 
space of X containing X and reducing N is X itself. A useful fact is the 
following. 
I. 1. PROPOSITION. For S subnormal on 2 with normal extension N on 
X, N is a mne of S iff X = closed span (N*“x: n 3 0, x E X} [C, 111.2.41. 
Any two mnes of S are unitarily equivalent in a manner that fixes S 
[C, 111.2.51, so any mne of S is referred to as the mne of S. There is the 
following relationship between spectra. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. For S subnormal and N = mne S, a(S) is the union of 
c(N) and some collection of bounded components of C\a(N) [C, 111.2.111. 
The functional calculus for a subnormal operator considered in this 
paper is constructed from the functional calculus for the mne of the subnor- 
mal. The properties of the latter calculus are stated below but first some 
definitions and facts are needed. 
Given two spaces equipped with weak* topologies, a map between them 
which is a weak*-weak* homeomorphism shall be more briefly referred to 
as a weak* homeomorphism. Recall that L”, being the dual of L’, has a 
weak* topology and that the space of operators, being the dual of the 
space of trace-class operators, has a weak* topology also. Finally, for N a 
normal operator on X, let W*(N) denote the von Neumann algebra 
generated by N, i.e., let IV*(N) denote the weak* closure in B(X) of the 
polynomials in N and N*. 
1.3. THEOREM. If N is a normal operator on a Hilbert space X, then 
there exists a measure ,U with support a(N) and a map @: L”(p) + W*(N) 
that is an isometric *-isomorphism and a weak* homeomorphism sending the 
identity function z to N. Furthermore, if v is a measure on C and Yy: 
L”(v) -+ g’(X) is a weak*-WOT continuous, one-to-one, *-homomorphism 
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sending z to N, then vzp, so L”(v)= Lcu(u) in all respects, and Y=@ 
[C, 11.7.61. 
Any measure p as in I.3 is called a scalar-valued spectral measure (svsm) 
for N and the operator Q(f) in I.3 is denoted f(N). Note that svsms are 
unique up to mutual absolute continuity. A svsm for the mne of a subnor- 
mal S shall be more briefly referred to as a svsm for S. 
Our functional calculus for subnormals arises in the following way. 
Given S subnormal on Y? with mne N and svsm p, by I.2 and I.3 spt p= 
a(N) c a(S). Thus the set of rational functions in z with poles off o(S) is 
contained in L”(u). Denote the weak* closure in Lm(p) of this set by 
R”(cr(S), p). Denote the weak* closure in B(X) of the rational functions 
in S with poles off o(S) by R”(S). For z0 # a(S), one may easily verify that 
(N-z,)-’ ZZE and (N-z,))‘(&?=(S-z,))‘ER”(S). Algebra and 
a limiting argument now show that f(N) 2 c .Z and f(N)\ X E R”(S) for 
each f~ R”(a(S), ,M). Setting f(S) =f(N)jX, we obtain our functional 
calculus for S. Its properties are noted in the following. 
1.4. THEOREM. Zf S is a subnormal operator on a Hilbert space 2 and u 
is a svsm for S, then the map f E R”(o(S), u) + f(S) E R”(S) is an isometric 
isomorphism and a weak* homeomorphism sending the identity function z to 
S. Furthermore, if @: R”((r(S), p) -+ &I(%) is a weak*- WOT continuous 
homomorphism sending z to S, then G(f) =f(S) for each f E R”(o(S), u) 
[C, 111.12.10]. 
Clearly f(mne S) is a normal extension of f(S) for any f E R”(o(S), ,u). 
This paper addresses the problem of determining when f(mne S) = 
mne f(S). Note that for f(z) E z, f(mne S) = mne f(S) always, while for 
f(z) z 1, f (mne S) # mne f(S) whenever S is nonnormal. Vaguely speaking 
it seems to be the case that f (mne S) = mne f(S) precisely when f has small 
level sets in some suitable sense. 
Robert Olin investigated this problem for functions in R(o(S)) (see [0] 
or [C, VIII.:!]). Later, he and John Conway investigated this problem for 
functions in P”(p) E the weak* closure in L”(u) of the polynomials in z 
(see [CO] or [C, VIII. 23). Indeed, this paper was directly inspired by 
[CO], many of its results and techniques being adaptations of those in 
[CO J. Finally, the author would like to express his thanks to Professor 
James Thomson of Virginia Polytechnic Institute for a splitting argument 
used in the proofs of IV.9 and V.l below. 
II. A FUNCTION-THEORETIC EQUIVALENT 
Before presenting our function-theoretic equivalent a few preliminaries 
are necessary. 
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For K a compact subset of @ and p a measure on K, let R’(K, CL) denote 
the closure in L’(p) of R(K), or, what is the same thing, the closure in 
Lz(,u) of the rational functions in z with poles off K. Clearly 
zR2(K, ,u) c R2(K, p), so one may define the operator S,, of multiplication 
by z on R2(K, p). The operator N, of multiplication by z on L2@) is a nor- 
mal extension of S,,. The Stone-Weierstrass theorem and I.1 imply that 
Np = mne S,, . Via I.3 one sees that p is a svsm for N, and that f(N,) is 
the operator of multiplication by f on L’(p). Thus for f~ R”(a(S,,H), ,u), 
f(S,,) is the operator of multiplication by f on R2(K, u). Let R”( K, ,u) 
denote the weak* closure in L”(p) of R(K), or, what is the same thing, the 
weak* closure in La)(p) of the rational functions in z with poles off K. 
Clearly o(S,,) E K, so R”(K, p) 5 R”(a(S,,), p). Thus f(S,,) is well- 
defined for each f E R”(K, p). 
Recall that an operator A on a Hilbert space 2 is rationally cyclic iff 
there is a vector x0 E 2 such that X is the closure of {f(A) x0 : f is a 
rational function in z with poles off o(A)). Clearly SK,M is a rationally cyclic 
subnormal. Any rationally cyclic subnormal is unitarily equivalent to some 
S,, [C, 111.5.21. 
Let d be a linear manifold in La(p). Clearly dwk*LX(P) E d’z(U) n 
L”(U). The containment can be proper. Note, however, that for vzp, 
Jwk*L”(v) = dwk*Lm(p). Thus Jwk*Lm(p) s nvep dL2(v) n L”(V). This con- 
tainment can never be proper. 
11.1. PROPOSITION. dwk*L"(p)= nvzh cci-nLm(v) [BOT, 2.21. 
We may now present our function-theoretic equivalent. 
11.2. THEOREM. Suppose K is a compact subset of C, ,u is a measure on K, 
and f E R”(K, p). Set Y(K, ,u) - the set of subnormal operators S with 
o(S) E K and svsm u. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) the algebra generated by R”(K, ,u) andfis weak* dense in L”(u), 
(b) f(mne S) =mnef(S) for each SEY(K, u), and 
(c) f(mne S) = mne f(S) f or each rationally cyclic SE Y’(K, u). 
Proof Denote the algebra generated by R”(K, p) and f by &. 
(a) * (b): Let SE Y(K, p) on Y? have mne N on X. Suppose y E X is 
orthogonal to { f(N)*“x: n 2 0, x E Z}. 
Fix XE X. Since SE Y(K, ,a), R”(K, p) E Rm(a(S), p) and so g(N) x = 
g(S)x E 2 whenever g E R”(K, 11). Clearly then ((f”g)(N) x, y ) = 
(f(N)*“g(N)x, y)=O for n>O and gE R”(K, ,u). Thus the linear 
functional h E L”(u) --t (h(N) x, y) E Cc vanishes for h Ed. By I.3 this 
functional is weak* continuous. Now (a) simply asserts that & is weak* 
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dense in La(p). Hence the functional vanishes identically on L”(p). In par- 
ticular, (N*“x, y) = ((Y)(N) x, y) = 0 for n > 0. 
We conclude that YE X is orthogonal to the closed span of {N*“x: 
n >, 0, x E X}. As N = mne S, I. 1 implies that y = 0. By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, X = closed span {f(N)*” x: n > 0, x E &? >. Using I.1 once more, 
f(N) = mne f(S), i.e., (b). 
(b) * (c): Trivial. 
(c)-(a): Let vxp. Clearly S,,EY(K, 11). Thus by (c), f(N,,) = 
mnef(SK,“). From I.1 we conclude that L*(v)= closed span {f(N,)*” g: 
n>O, gER’(K, v))=closed span (sg: na0, gER2(K,v)J. Since the 
closure in t*(v) of R”(K, v) = R”(K, FL) is R’(K, v), it follows that L*(v) = 
closed span {f”s: n>,O, gERcU(K,,u)}=.&“(“). Hence Lm(p)=L”(v)= 
L*(v) n L”(v) = dP*(y) 
n,=., 2Lz(v) 
n L”(v). As vz,u was otherwise arbitrary, Z,“(p) = 
n L”(v). By 11.1, ~wk’Lz(PJ = L”(p), i.e., (a). 1 
The corresponding equivalence of (a) and (b) in Conway and Olin’s 
P”(p) paper [CO, 5.31 uses in its proof von Neumann’s double com- 
mutant theorem and a theorem of Sarason concerning algebras of normal 
operators. The simpler and more elegant result of Ball, Olin, and Thom- 
son, 11.1 above, takes the place of these two theorems in our proof and also 
yields the equivalence of (c) with (a) and (b). 
For the rest of this paper our concern will no longer be with the minimal 
normal extension problem but with the weak* density problem in II.2 
equivalent to it. 
III. L""SPLITTING OVER DOMAINS OF ANALYTICITY 
For now and forevermore, K is a compact subset of C, p is a measure on 
K, and f~ R”(K, p). Set &’ E the algebra generated by R”( K, p) and f: It 
will be convenient, given v G p, to set J&‘“(V) E the weak* closure in L”(v) 
of d (this makes sense since v<p implies that t”(p) c L”(v)). We seek to 
determine when d=(p) = L”(p). 
Before presenting our result concerning L” splitting over domains of 
analyticity a few preliminaries are necessary. These have to do with some 
work of Chaumat and a theorem of Bishop. Recall that we say a measure v 
on X annihilates A E C(X) and write vlA or v E A’ iff l gdv = 0 for each 
gEA. 
111.1. THEOREM. There exists a Bore1 set A, and a measure pLI E R(K)I 
such that R”(K,~)=R(K,~(Ad.)OL”(~(@\A.) and pLJAJIzpl [Ch,I.2 
and its proofl. 
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If ,u~ =O, then R”(K, ,u)=L”(p). Thus by 11.2,f(mne S)=mnef(S) for 
each SE Y(K, p) with no hypothesis on f necessary besides being in 
R”(K, ,u). This phenomenon arises for a trivial reason, however: each SE 
Y(K, p), and so, too, f(S), is normal (as can be seen by contemplating 
f(z) = 1). 
Consequently, for now and forevermore, let A, and pLI be as in III.1 and 
assume c11 zo. Clearly d”(p) = GZ~(~ 1 A,)@L”(pI@\A,) and 
dm(pj A,)=&‘“@,). Thus we now seek to determine when &‘“(P~)= 
L”(P~). Note that R”(K, pLI) has no nontrivial L” summand, i.e., 
IpII(C\A) =0 whenever R”(K, pl) = R”(K, ,uI 1 A)@ L(pl ) a3\A). 
The envelope E of p with respect o K is the set of points ZE K such that 
there exists a measure pZ 4~ such that pL;( { z}) = 0 and J gdp, = g(z) for 
each ge R(K). Setting v(c) E (i-z) p,(c), we have vIR(K) and v$p. Thus 
{g&=0 for each gERcO(K,p). As L”(pjC\A.) is a direct summand of 
R”(K, p), v <p ( A, and so ,u~ <pl. Consequently the number g(z) ES gdp, 
is defined for ge R”(K, pI). Clearly g(z) is independent of the particular ,u~ 
chosen and so well-defined. We thus have a homomorphism g -+ g, called 
Chaumat’s map for p and K, which associates to each function in 
R”(K, pL) a point function on E. Five facts about the envelope and 
Chaumat’s map are needed. 
111.2. PROPOSITION. (a) E is a Borel set [Ch, VI.63. 
(b) E?= (E)” [Ch, VLl]. 
(c) E is the union of sptp. and some collection of bounded components 
ofC\sptp, [Ch, VLlO]. 
(d) For each gE R”(K, ,uL), g is analytic on l?’ [Ch, 111.1, 111.3, IV.3, 
and Mantel’s theorem]. 
(e) Suppose gE R”(K, ,uI) and z. E @ are such that g has an analytic 
extension d to a neighborhood of zo. Then there is a function h E R”(K, pl) 
such that g(z) - g(zo) = h(z)(z - zo) [Ch, IV.2 and the proof of VII.41. 
Let i, denote area measure on E. The author cannot resist mentioning 
in passing that Chaumat has shown the map ” to be an isometric 
isomorphism and a weak* homeomorphism of R”(K, pl) onto R”(K, 2,) 
which is the map g -+ g 1 E on R(K) [Ch, IV.23. 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let A be a uniformly closed 
subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants. A subset ~5! of X is called an 
antisymmetric set for A iff every function in A which is real-valued on JZ! is 
constant on &‘. Maximal antisymmetric sets for A are easily seen to exist 
and form a closed partition of X. Less easily seen is the following theorem 
of Bishop which is a generalization of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. 
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111.3. THEOREM. If FE C(X) 1s such that Fld E Al JZ whenever d? is a 
maximal antisymmetric set for A, then FE A [S, 12.11. 
We may now present our result concerning L” splitting over domains of 
analyticity. 
111.4. THEOREM. Set U E {zO E @: f has a nonconstant analytic extension 
to a neighborhood of z,}. Then d”(pl) =d”(~~l@\U)@ Lm(pL 1 U). 
Proof. Set X= the maximal ideal space of L”(p,), A = the Gelfand 
transform of L”(p,) onto C(X), and A SW). Suppose M is a 
maximal antisymmetric set for A such that 2(.&Y) n U # @. Then there exist 
4 E 4, z0 E C such that 4(z) = zO, and a nonconstant analytic extension 3 of 
f to a neighborhood of zO. Write f(z)-3(z,) as c@(z)(z-z,)“, where 
)a) = 1, g(z,) > 0, and n 2 1. Applying 111.2(e) repeatedly, there exists a g E 
R”(K, pLL) such that 
f(z)-3(zd=ag(z)(z-z& (*) 
Clearly g is an analytic extension of g to a neighborhood of zo. Applying 
111.2(c) again, there exists an h E R”(K, pl) such that 
g(z) - Do) = &Hz - 20). (**I 
Since f and TE A and .J is a maximal antisymmetric set for A, f? is con- 
stant on 4’. As 4 E .M, f= 4(f) on A. As 4(z) = zo, (*) implies that 
d(f) =nzo). Thus f =T(z,) on .M. But then (*) implies that 
cl/(g) = 0 or $(z) = to whenever $ E A. (***I 
Because of (**), $(g) = g(z,) whenever $(z) =zo. But then, because of 
(***), $(g) = 0 or d(zo) whenever II/ E A”, i.e., 2 is real-valued on J,&‘. Since 
2~ A and JY is a maximal antisymmetric set for A, 2 is constant on J&‘. As 
4Ed, &+=4(g) on .&. As b(z)=zo, (**) implies that d(g)= g(zO). Thus 
S = d(zo) # 0 on A. But then (***) implies that 1,9(z) = z. whenever $ E A, 
i.e., i(M) = {zo}. 
The proof so far has thus shown that i(d) is a singleton whenever &! is 
a maximal antisymmetric set for A such that z!(A) n U # 121. Set 
C,(U) z the space of continuous functions on C vanishing off U. For 
gE C,(U) and q5 E X, g(d) = g(&z)). It now follows easily that any function 
in m is constant on the maximal antisymmetric sets for A. By 111.3, 
m)c A= &T). Thus C,(U) zdm(pLI). Let v be a weak* con- 
tinuous annihilator of &“(pl). Then v annihilates C,(U). As U is clearly 
open, it follows that jvj( U) = 0. Thus v is a weak* continuous annihilator 
of &“O(pI I @\U) 0 Lco(p, ) U). By the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
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d”O(pl 1 @\U) @Lm(pLI 1 U) c d”(pl). The reverse inclusion being trivial, 
we are done. 1 
The proof of this theorem is an adaptation of a proof from Conway and 
Olin’s P’(p) paper [CO, p. 281. The author has simply replaced the 
interior of the Sarason hull for P”(p) in their paper by U, the domain of 
analyticity of Chaumat’s map applied tof: 
Clearly @\Es U, so the part of d”(~~) living over C\ii’ is all L”. This 
is saying nothing however by 111.2(c)! From 111.2(c) and (d) and 111.4, we 
immediately get the following. 
111.5. COROLLARY. Zf f is nonconstant on each component of I?‘, then 
YQI”(C1l)=-ol”(~llaE)OLm(~~IEO). 
Thus, assumingfnonconstant on each component of I?, we now seek to 
determine when drn(p, 1 aE) = Lm(pI 1 i3E). For many K and p, this occurs 
because R”(K, pLI ) &?Y) = L”(pL, 1 aE). Two examples where this 
phenomenon occurs and one example where it does not follow. In all three 
examples, K= (4~ IzI < l}, pI =p, and E=ti. 
(a) p = area measure on K: R”(K, ,ni 1 JE) = L”O(pL, )a,?) trivially 
since pI 1 aE = 0. 
(b) p=area measure on {+< 1zI <$) + arclength measure on 
{ (zl = 11: R”(K, pI I aE) = Lm(pLI ( aE) by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
since pllaE= arclength measure on { (zl = 1) and l/z =Z on { JzI = 1). 
(c) p = arclength measure on aK: R”(K, pLI I aE) # Lco(pLI aE) since 
pI 1 aE=pl and R”(K, pI) has no nontrivial L” summand. 
With a little more work some functions in the R” space of example (c) 
can be dealt with. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let A be a 
uniform algebra on X. A point x0 E X is called a peak point for A iff there 
exists a g E A such that g(x,) = 1 and ) g(x)1 < 1 for each x E x\ {x0}. Call a 
set CG @ almost open iff the area of C\C” is zero. 
111.6. COROLLARY. Assume the set of nonpeak points for R(K) is almost 
open. Suppose that each component of l? has a boundary point with a 
neighborhood onto which f has a nonconstant analytic extension. Then 
d”(Pl)=L”(PL). 
ProoJ Let v be a weak* continuous annihilator of &“(pl). Recall that 
the Cauchy transform of v is defined by the equation c(z) = j dv(c)/([ -z) 
for all z such that the defining integral converges absolutely (which is for 
area-a.e. z E @ [G, page 461). Since vIR(K), the measure p=(c) = v(i)/ 
v^(z)(c -z) places z E E whenever g(z) # 0 [G, proof of 11.8.51. Thus 0 = 0 
area-a.e. off E. In particular, v^ =0 everywhere off E (111,2(c)). 
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Let C be a component of .@’ and let A be an open disc about a point 
z. E X such that f has a nonconstant analytic extension to A. Then C u A 
is an open connected set contained in U. By 111.4, jvl( U) = 0. Thus \; is 
clearly analytic on U and so too on Cu A. A simple topological argument 
utilizing 111.2(b) shows (Cu A)\E to be nonempty. Thus \; vanishes on a 
nonempty open subset of Cu A. It follows that t vanishes on all of CU A 
and so all of C. 
From the last two paragraphs we conclude that d = 0 area-a.e. off E/L?‘. 
Since the set of nonpeak points for R(K) is assumed almost open, E is also 
almost open [D, 11.131. Hence B = 0-a.e. on @ and so v = 0 [G, 11.8.3-J. By 
the Hahn-Banach theorem, we are done. [ 
The maximum modulus principle implies that points in k? are nonpeak 
points for R(K). Hence the set of nonpeak points for R(K) is almost open 
whenever 8K has zero area. Thus this last corollary disposes of the K and p 
in example (c) whenever f has a nonconstant analytic extension to a 
neighborhood of some point of 8K. This leaves open those cases where ,f 
does not so extend. As the R(K) in example (c) is hypodirichlet (by IV.4 
below), those cases will be dealt with in the next section. In preparation for 
this, this section closes with a number of items leading to a refinement of 
III.5 and an item that will yield us L” summands. 
Recall that two complex homomorphisms 4 and Ic/ of a uniform algebra 
A are said to belong to the same part of A iff there is a finite positive num- 
ber C such that l/C< (Re d(g)/Re I//(g)) < C for each gE A with Re g> 0. 
Belonging to the same part of A is evidently an equivalence relation on the 
maximal ideal space of A. The resulting equivalence classes are called parts 
of A. A part is said to be trivial iff it is a singleton. The part of any peak 
point is trivial (as can be seen by contemplating g, = (( 1 + g)/2)” where 
g E A is any function peaking at the point). 
For any bounded Bore1 set C c @, define R(C) to be the uniform closure 
in C(C) of the functions g(z) = j (g*([)/([ - z)) d area (5) where g* ranges 
over all compactly supported, bounded, Bore1 functions on C that vanish 
area-a.e. on C. Fubini’s theorem shows that a measure v on C annihilates 
R(C) iff v^ =0 area-a.e. off C. Consequently, if C is compact, this definition 
of R(C) agrees with our old one. Our interest is in R(C) for C = E only. 
111.7. PROPOSITION. (a) R(E) is a uniform algebra on E containing R(E) 
all of whose functions are analytic on I?’ [Ch, IILl]. 
(b) The maximal ideal space ofR(E) is I? [Ch, VI. 31. 
(c) The set of complex homomorphisms of R(E) whose parts are 
nontrivial = the set of nonpeak points for R(E) = E. [Ch, VI.6 and its prooJ1. 
Let A be a uniform algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X. Recall that 
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a measure v on X is said to represent a complex homomorphism Q of A iff 
d(g) = J gdv for each g E A. Such a v is called a complex representing 
measure for 4 on A. If v is also positive, it is called a representing measure 
for q5 on A. We apologize for the fact that a measure which represents need 
not be a representing measure! 
111.8. LEMMA. Suppose VU?(K), v -+u, and G(z) # 0. Then z E E and there 
exists a representing measure m for z on R(E) such that m@v and 
m({z})=O. 
Proof By [G, proof of 11.8.51, (l/f(z))(v([)/([ -z)) is a complex 
representing measure for z on R(K). By [G, 11.2.23, there is a representing 
measure m for z on R(K) that is absolutely continuous with respect to 
(l/l;(z))(v(c)/([ - z)). Clearly m<v and m( {z}) = 0. Since v4~, m shows 
that ZE E. By [Ch, 111.31, m is a representing measure for z on R(E). i 
111.9. THEOREM. The set of nontrivial parts of R(E) is countable. Let 
(E, > be an ennumeration of these parts. Then ,ul = C,, u,,, where the uL,‘s are 
pairwise singular nonzero measures annihilating R(E) with the property that 
for each z E E,, there exists a representing measure m for z on R(E) such 
that u”4m. Furthermore, R”(K, ul)=C, R”(K, u,,) and &‘“(uI)=x:, 
-01”(P”). 
Proof: By 111.8, p: = 0 area-a.e. off E and so p(i E R(E)‘. Let (E,} be 
the collection of all parts of R(E), nontrivial or otherwise. Select a point z, 
from each E,. By [G, VI.2.31, ,u~ =p,+C, pL,, where ps and the pL,‘s are 
pairwise singular measures annihilating R(E), ~1~ is singular to all 
representing measures for R(E), and each p% is absolutely continuous with 
respect o some representing measure m, for z, on R(E). 
Since pL, is singular to all representing measures for R(E), III.8 implies 
that bs =0 area-a.e. on @ and so ~,~=0 [G, X8.31. 
Let z E E,. By [G, VI.1.21, there is a representing measure m for z on 
R(E) such that m, <m. Thus pX<m. 
Evidently ,u~ # 0 for at most countably many ~1. Thus to establish all but 
the last sentence of the theorem it suffices to show that pL, # 0 iff the part of 
z, is nontrivial. 
Suppose the part of z, is trivial. By 111,7(c), z, is a peak point for R(E). 
By [G, 11.11.31, m,=o:,, the point mass at z,. Hence ~~4s;~. As p5(. 
annihilates the constants, it must be that pL, = 0. 
Suppose the part of i, is nontrivial. By 111.7(c), z, E E. Letting pL,* be as 
in the definition of E and setting v(c) = ([ -2,) pJ[), we have ;(z,) # 0. By 
111.8, there is a representing measure m for z, on R(E) such that m+v. 
Thus m <u = &, uL,,. For d # CY, rn,, is singular to m [G, VI.2.21. Since 
pa em,., it follows that m < pal and so p, # 0. 
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Discard those c1 such that hL, = 0 and change each remaining c1 to an n. 
Select pairwise disjoint sets A,, such that ,u, = pI 1 A,. Let v be a weak* con- 
tinuous annihilator of R”(K, pl). By 111.8, B = 0 area-a.e. off E and so 
VU(E). Set v, - v 1 A,,. Clearly v, $nz,. Since the m,s are representing 
measures for points in different parts of R(E), from [G, VI.2.21 it follows 
that v-v,,=Cmfnv, is singular to all representing measures for Z, on 
R(E). Thus v= v, + (v - vn) is the Lebesgue decomposition of v with 
respect to the set of all representing measures for z, on R(E) [G, 11.7.4; 
11.751. By the abstract F. and M. Riesz theorem [G, 11.7.61, v,IR(E). 
Clearly v,@(K) and v, 4pn, i.e., v, is a weak* continuous annihilator of 
R”(K, II,). But then v = C, v, is a weak* continuous annihilator of En 
R”(K, Pi). By the Hahn-Banach theorem, C, R”(K, p,) c R”(K, pLI). As 
the reverse inclusion is trivial, equality holds. 
Notice that X~,E C, R”(K, pn) = R”(K, pL) E dm(pI). As &F4m(ki) is a 
weak * closed subalgebra of LYPLl)r cP(p,J = d”(pL, 1 A,) = 
XA”~%J wk*L*(@l) & &“( pLI). Hence C, -c4”(y,)~.c$~(p~). As the 
reverse inclusion is trivial, equality holds. I 
For now and forevermore, let E, and pn be as in 111.9. From III.5 and 
111.9, we immediately get the following refinement of 111.5. 
111.10. COROLLARY. If f is nonconstant on each component of F, then 
@“VI) = C, -pe”bL, IaE)@ LVn I E”). 
Thus, assumingf nonconstant on each component of i?, we now seek to 
determine when d “(cc, IaE) = L” (pL, I8E). The last item of this section in 
conjunction with the rather meager supply of representing measures for a 
hypodirichlet algebra (see IV.1 below) shall be our means of forcing 
&“(p,, 1 dE) = L”(p, I dE) in the next section. 
111.11. LEMMA. Suppose v<pL,IaE. Then either R”(K, v)=L~(v) or 
there exists a point z E E, and two representing measures m and m’ for z on 
R(E), both supported on aE, such that m 4 v 4 m’. 
ProoJ: Suppose R”(K, v) # L”(v). Then by the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
there is a. nonzero measure 06 v such that olR(K). For some z, e(z) # 0 
[G, 11.8.31. By 111.8, zE E and there exists a representing measure m for z 
on R(E) such that m + IJ. Thus m 4 v 4 p,,. By 111.9, there exist representing 
measures for points in E, not singular to m. Hence z E E, [G, VI.2.21. By 
III.9 again, there is a representing measure & for z on R(E) such that 
V$/&<fi. 
By 111.7(a), the functions in R(E) are continuous on ,!? and analytic on 
I?‘. Thus the maximum modulus principle implies that the functional 
/l(g( aE) = s,+ gd% is well-defined from R(E) I aE to @. Clearly /1( I ) = 
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&i(P) = 1//1/1. Let z be a measure on aE arising from a norm-preserving 
linear extension of /i to all of C((?E). Then j dz =6(p)= 1 dlz(, so T is 
positive. Set m’ = m 1 aE + T. Clearly m’, supported on aE, is a representing 
measure for z on R(E) such that v -+m’. 1 
IV. THE HYPODIRICHLET CASE 
Let A be a uniform algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X. A 
fogmodular measure for a complex homomorphism 0 of A is a positive 
measure m on X such that log/d(g)1 =s logIg dm for each geA -‘, Each 
logmodular measure for 4 is also a representing measure for 4 (given g E A, 
consider eg and eig E A -‘). Just as representing measures for 4 are in one- 
to-one correspondence with the norm-preserving linear extensions of the 
functional Re g -+ Re d(g) from Re A to C,X, so too logmodular measures 
for 4 are in one-to-one correspondence with the norm-preserving linear 
extensions of the functional C, a,log)g,( -+C, a,logl&g,)l from the real 
linear span of log JA ~ ’ I to C,(X). We call A hypodirichlet iff the uniform 
closure of Re A in C,(X) has finite codimension and the real linear span of 
log1 A -’ 1 is uniformly dense in C,(X). Thus if A is hypodirichlet, 4 has a 
finite-dimensional set of representing measures and a unique logmodular 
measure. 
The single result we need from the general theory of hypodirichlet 
algebras follows. As the author can find this result in only one place in the 
literature and there it is stated as an exercise [G, exercise 11 from 
Chap. IV], a proof is provided. 
IV.l. THEOREM. Zf A is hypodirichlet and q4 is a complex homomorphism 
of A, then all representing measures for I$ are mutually absolutely continuous. 
Proof: Let m4 denote the unique logmoduiar measure for 4 and Iet m 
be any representing measure for 4. It must be shown that mzm#. That 
m+mg follows easily from the literature, see [S, 23.13 and the proof of 
26.32 with obvious minor changes] or [G, IV.4.1; IV.5.2; IV.7.51. The 
reader will probably find the items of the first reference more self-contained 
than those of the second. 
Denote the weak* closure in L”(m) of A by H”(m). Set AZ the 
maximal ideal space of L”(m) and look upon H”(m) as residing in C(M). 
Extend 4 to a complex homomorphism on H”(m) be setting 4(g) = S gdm 
for each g E H”(m). Define a linear functional L on the real linear span of 
log IH”(m)-‘1 by L(C, a,, log lg,J)-C, cr,log l+(g,)l. The argument of 
[G, TV.7.11 shows that L is well-defined with norm one. Taking a norm- 
preserving linear extension of L to all of C,(M), we get a measure v on A 
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with llvil= 1 such that log l&g)1 =flog lgl dv for each ge H”-‘(m). 
Since jdv=l=jd(vl, v is a positive measure. For g E H”(m), Re j g dv = 
j Re gdv = J log I@( dv = log Id( = log le4’n)l = Re d(g). Similarly 
Im jg dv=Im d(g), so d(g)= jg dv. Although H”(m) need not be a 
uniform algebra on 4 (it may fail to separate points), retaining the 
uniform algebra terminology we call v a representing measure on JZ for the 
complex homomorphism 4 of H”(m). Consider that L’(m)~L’(rn)** = 
L”(m)* = C(A)* = the space of measures on JZ. Now [G, IV.2.31 asserts 
that the set of representing measures on J$! for the complex 
homomorphism 4 of H”(m) is the weak* closure in the space of measures 
on & of the set of representing measures in L’(m) for the complex 
homomorphism 4 of A. As the latter set of representing measures is linite- 
dimensional by the hypodirichlicity of A, it is also weak* closed. Thus v is 
actually a positive measure on X such that v 4m. Clearly log I& g)j = 
j log ) gJ dv for each g E A ‘, so v is a logmodular measure for 4 on A. As 
there is only one such measure, namely rn), we conclude that m,@m. 1 
Leaving the general theory, note that R(K) is not hypodirichlet whenever 
P # @ (consider any nonzero function from C,(K) that vanishes on 8K 
and use the maximum modulus principle to show that it is not uniformly 
approximable on K by real linear combinations of functions from 
logJR(K)) ‘I). However, by the maximum modulus principle, R(K) is 
isometricly isomorphic to R(K)laK under the obvious restriction map and 
so, abusing language vigorously, we shall say that R(K) is hypodirichlet 
when we really mean that R(K)laK is hypodirichlet. 
Gamelin and Garnett have found several necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for R(K) to be hypodirichlet [GGl]. To state these a few 
definitions are necessary. We say R(K) is strongly pointwise houndedly dense 
in H”(P) iff for each bounded analytic function g on P, there exists a 
sequence { gn} E R(K) with I/ g,,j/ K 6 )I gll@) such that g, + g pointwise on 
K”. The analytic capacity of a subset C of @, denoted v(C), is the 
supremum of I g’( CO)\, where g ranges over all functions analytic and boun- 
ded in modulus by one off some compact subset K, of C. 
IV.2. THEOREM. The following are equivalent: 
(a) R(K) is hypodirichlet; 
(b) @\p has finitely many components, R(aK) = C(BK), and R(K) is 
strongly pointwise boundedly dense in H”(p); 
(c) @\K? has finitely many components and for each z E aK and each 
0 < 6 <diameter of the component of @\p containing z, y(A(z; 6)\K) 2 614; 
and 
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(d) @\K? has finitely many components and for each z E aK, 
lim inf Y(d (” s)\K) > 0 
610 6 . 
Furthermore, when finite, the codimension of Re R(K)laK in C,(aK) is 
equal to the number of bounded components of C\k?. 
Two comments are necessary concerning IV.2. First, [GGl] is merely an 
announcement of results with no proofs. Proofs can be found in [GG2] 
but then only for the case where R(K) is dirichlet, i.e., only for the case 
where Re R(K) 1 aK is uniformly dense in C,(K). How to handle the 
hypodirichlet case is sketched in Section 11 of [GG2], however. Second, 
IV.2 as stated does not appear in [GGl]. Theorem 7 of [GGl] is close 
but not the same. Accordingly we now indicate how to get IV.2 from 
[GGl] and some other sources. To see that (a) implies (b) use theorems 1 
and 7 from [GGl], [G, VIII.ll.l], and IV.1 above. To see that (b) 
implies (c) use Theorem 4 from [GGl], some point-set topology, and 
[G, VIII.2.11. That (c) implies (d) is trivial. The rest of IV.2 follows from 
Theorem 7 of [GGl]. 
Our first use of IV.2 will be to identify the nonpeak points and nontrivial 
parts of a hypodirichlet R(K). The maximal ideal space of R(K) is easily 
seen to be just K itself and so the parts of R(K) form a partition of K. 
IV.3. COROLLARY. If R(K) is hypodirichlet, then the set of complex 
homomorphisms of R(K) whose parts are nontrivial = the set of nonpeak 
points for R(K) = p and the nontrivial parts of R(K) are precisely the com- 
ponents of I@. 
Proof: As noted previously, for any uniform algebra, the part of a peak 
point is trivial. By [G, VI.3.11, for any R(K), the part of a nonpeak point 
is nontrivial. By Harnack’s inequality and a connectedness argument, for 
any R(K), each component of Ko is contained in a nontrivial part. Hence it 
needs only be shown that for any hypodirichlet R(K), dK consists of peak 
points for R(K) and different components of K?’ lie in different parts of 
R(K). 
Let zE aK. By IV.l, dz is the only representing measure for z on 
R(K)(dK. Hence by [G, 11.11.31, z is a peak point for R(K)IaK. By the 
maximum modulus principle, z is a peak point for R(K). 
Let C be a component of E?. Since xc is a bounded analytic function on 
p, by IV.2(b) there exists a sequence { gn} c R(K) with )Ig,,ll, < 1 such 
that g, + xc pointwise on k?‘. By [G, V1.2.11 points from C and p\C 
belong to different parts of R(K). 1 
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Our second use of IV.2 will be to prove an inheritance result, namely 
that R(E) = R(E) is hypodirichlet whenever R(K) is hypodirichlet. A 
definition and three corollaries are necessary first however. These 
corollaries are also useful for constructing hypodirichlet R(K). Call R(K) n- 
hypodirichlet iff R(K) is hypodirichlet and C\J? has <n bounded com- 
ponents. By IV.2, R(K) is n-hypodirichlet iff R(K) is hypodirichlet with the 
codimension of Re R(K) 1 aK in C,(aK) being <n. In particular, R(K) is 
0-hypodirichlet iff it is dirichlet. 
IV.4. COROLLARY. Zf C\K has n bounded components, then R(K) is n- 
hypodirichlet. 
Proof Clearly @\p = @\K has <n bounded components. Point-set 
topology shows that for each z E LJK and each 6 > 0 sufficiently small, 
d(z; 6)\K contains a continuum of diameter >6/2. By [G, VIII.2.11, 
y(d(z; 6)\K) > 6/8. Hence 
lim inf Y@(z; 4\K) > o 
6 1 0 6 . 
Having verified IV.2(d) for K, we are done. 1 
IV.5. COROLLARY. [f R(K) is n-hypodirichlet and J is a compact subset 
of K such that the closure of each component of KJ meets aK, then R(J) is 
n-hypodirichlet. 
Proof. The hypotheses on K and J and some point-set topology show 
that @\.J(’ has dn bounded components. Suppose z E aJ. If z E aK, then by 
IV.2(d) applied to K, 
lim inf~Mz; d)\J) > lim inf~(4z; d)\K) >. 
a10 6 ‘610 6 ’ 
If z E P, the hypothesis on J and some point-set topology show that for 
each 0 < 6 <distance of z to aK, d(z; 6)\J contains a continuum of 
diameter >6/2. By [G, VIII.2.11, y(d(z; 6)\J) >6/8. Hence 
lim inf Y(A (z; 6 )\J) > o, 
610 6 
Having verified IV.2(d) for J, we are done. 1 
IV.6. COROLLARY. If {K,,,} is a decreasing sequence of compact sets such 
that each R(K,,,) is n-hypodirichlet and KS nm K,, then R(K) is n- 
hypodirichlet. 
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Proof The hypotheses on the K,,,‘s and some point-set topology show 
that C\p has <n bounded components and that for each z E aK, there 
exist M> 1, 6, > 0, and a sequence (z,},>,,,, converging to z with each 
z, E aK,,, such that the diameter of the component of C\P, containing z, is 
a&,. Given 0 < 6 < &,, choose m 2 A4 such that z,,, E d(z; h/2). By IV.3(c) 
applied to K,,,, y(d(z, 6)\K) 3 y(d(z,; 6/2)\K) > S/S. Hence 
lim inf Y(~(z; @\W > o 
b10 6 . 
Having verified IV.2(d) for K, we are done. 1 
Corollaries IV.5 and IV.6 in the case where n = 0 can be found in [GG2] 
as 9.6 and 9.7. Indeed our proofs of IV.5 and IV.6 are obvious 
modifications of the proofs in [GG2] of 9.6 and 9.7. 
Taking the text of [D] from just after the statement of II.11 up to the 
end of the proof of II.12 and replacing each occurance of “Dirichlet,” 
“11.2(d), ” “11.11(b),” “II. 11 (c),” and “$I by “n-hypodirichlet,” “111.2(c),” 
“IV.5,” “ IV.6,” and “,ui ,” respectively, a proof of the following result is 
obtained. 
IV.7. THEOREM. R(En L) is n-hypodirichlet whenever L is a closed set 
such that R(Kn L) is n-hypodirichlet. 
Clearly IV.7 contains the inheritance result needed. Combining this with 
previous results, a rather complete and nice description of R”(K, pl) is 
obtained for the case where R(K) is hypodirichlet. For an open subset U of 
C, let H”(U) denote the space of all bounded analytic functions on U 
equipped with the supremum norm. 
IV.8. COROLLARY. Suppose R(K) is hypodirichlet. Then R(E) = R(E) is 
hypodirichlet, E = (E)’ is open, {E,} is precisely the collection of com- 
ponents of E, and Chaumat’s map ” is an isometric isomorphism of 
R”(K, pLI)=C,, R”(K, p,,) onto H”(E) =C, H”(E,) which carries each 
R”(K, pL,) onto H”(E,). 
Proof: By IV.7, R(E) is hypodirichlet. Let vIR(E) and suppose 
c(z) ~0. By [G, proof of 11.8.51, (l/O(z))(v([)/(i-z)) is a complex 
representing measure for z on R(E) putting no mass on z. By [G, II.1 1.33, 
z is a nonpeak point for R(E). By 111.2(b) and IV.3, z E (I)” = l? 5 E. Thus 
v^ =0 area-a.e. off E, i.e., vl.R(E). The Hahn-Banach theorem and 111.7(a) 
now imply that R(E) = R(E). The assertions concerning E and (E,} now 
follow from 111.7(c) and IV.3. 
Clearly ” is always a contractive homomorphism. By 111.2(d), ” is into 
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H”(E). Given g E H”(E), because of IV.2(b) applied to R(E), we may 
choose {g,} c R(E) with /I g,l/ s d II gll E such that g, + g pointwise on E. 
By 111.8, if v is a weak* continuous annihilator of R”(K, ,u~), then v^=O 
area-a.e. off E, i.e., vIR(E). By the Hahn-Banach theorem, R(E) c 
R”(K, pl) and so via 111.2(a) we see that {g,} E Ilg/l, ball R”(K, pLI). Let 
hi llgllE ball R”(K, pl) be a weak* cluster point of (g,j. Then for each 
z E E, h(z) is a cluster point of {g,(z)}. The map k + R(z) is a complex 
homomorphism on R”(K, pLI) and so too on R(E) E R”(K, pLL). Hence via 
111.7(b) we see that g,(z) = g,(z). As g,(z) -+ g(z), h(z) = g(z). Note that 
Il~ll,,~ /IgllE= II~IIE-. Thus ” is an isometry onto H”(E). 
Let ZE E,. Setting v(c) = (i-z) ,u~([), applying 111.8, and taking the m 
that results and calling it ,M=, we may aassume that pZ is a representing 
measure for z on R(E). But then by [G, VI.2.23 and 111.9, pZ is singular to 
each pLn, with n’ # n. Since pZ $pLI = C,, p,,,, it follows that pL; <p,. Thus 
given z E E,, pZ can always be chosen absolutely continuous with respect o 
Pi. From this it easily follows that ” carries R”(K, p,) onto H” (E,). [ 
We are now in a position to solve the weak* density problem in the case 
where R(K) is hypodirichlet. 
IV.9. THEOREM. If R(K) is hypodirichlet, then the following ure 
equivalent: 
(b) f is nonconstant in each space L”(p,), and 
(c) f is nonconstant on each set E,. 
Proof: (a)+ (b): Supposef= c in some space LoD(pL,). Then &“(P~) = 
R”(K, p,,). Since p, itself is a weak* continuous annihilator of R”(K, p,,), 
R”(K, p,) # L”(p,). Hence d4’(pLL) = C,, dm(pL,~) ZC,, Lab,,) = 
L”(PL). 
(b) =z- (c): We prove a slightly stronger fact which will be needed below 
when proving (b)+(a), namely that f is constant in L”(pcln) wheneverfis 
constant area-a.e. on E,. So suppose f 3 c area-a.e. on E,. Since p,,lR(K) 
and f e R”(K, p,), fpJ.R(K). By 111.8, if (fpn)*(z) # 0, then z E E and there 
exists a representing measure m for z on R(E) such that m 4 fp,. But then 
by III.9 and [G, VI.2.21, z E E,. Hence (fp,)-= 0 area-a.e. off E,. Similarly 
(cpn)-=O area-a.e. off E,. We conclude that (.fp,)- = (cp,,)- area-a.e. 
off E,. 
Let ZE E, be such that j (dlp,l(i))/( I[ - zl) < co. Choose a net { fa} of 
rational functions with poles off K converging to f weak* in L30(pL,). Then 
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But each (f,(c) -fa(z))/(c - z) being a rational function with poles off K 
integrates against p” to give zero. Hence s ((f(i) -f(z))/(i -z)) dp,([) = 0, 
i.e., (f&)-‘(z) =f(z) fin(z). We conclude that (j,&)^=& = c& = (cp,,)* 
area-a.e. on E,. 
The last two paragraphs imply that (fp,,)^= (cpL,)& area-a.e. on C. By 
[G, 8.31, fp,, = cpL,, i.e., f 3 c in L”(P~). 
(c) =- (b): Suppose f = c in L”(p,). To conclude that f = c on En it suf- 
fices to know that given z E E,, one may choose pZ<pL,. But this was 
shown in the last paragraph of the proof of IV.8 (and without using 
hypodirichlicity ). 
(b) => (a): Since we have shown (b) + (c), by 111.10 and IV.8 it suffices 
to show that d”lic(pL,( dE) = Loa(p,,I dE). Clearly this occurs whenever 
R"(K, pL,I dE) = L”(p, 1 dE), so we may as well assume that 
R"(K, pL, 1 t3E) # L”(p, 1 i3E). But then by 111.11, some ZE E, has two 
representing measures m and m' on R(E), both supported on aE, such that 
m 4~, 1 aE&m'. By IV.1 and IV.8, pL, 1 iJEz=m. Thus we must show that 
dm(m)=L"(m). 
Suppose that f-c in L"(m). Given WEE,, let 6 be a representing 
measure for w on R(E) supported on aE. By [G, VI.1.21, IV.l, and IV.8, 
6i4m. Thus f =c in L”(e). If m({w>)=O, we may take p,$,=fi and con- 
clude that f(w) = j fdp,. = j cd& = c. S’ mce m( { w >) = 0 for at most coun- 
tably many w, f= c area-a.e. on E,. By the proof above of (b) 3 (c), f = c 
in L”(P~), a contradiction. Thus f is nonconstant in L"(m). 
Let g = Re f or Im f and be nonconstant in L"(m). Choose CI E R such 
that for d E {g 6 a}, m(A) > 0 and m(C\A) > 0. Select a sequence {u,> c 
C,(C-Ilgll, +Ilgl/l)with ll4l = 1 such that u,~ = 1 on [ - II gll, a] and U, 10 
pointwise on (CI, + l/g/l]. Since f andfed”( gEd"(m). Since each U, 
can be approximated uniformly on [ - I[ gJ/, + 11 gl) ] by polynomials in z, 
each u,oged"lm(m). Since u,og --f xd pointwise boundedly and so weak* 
in L"(m), xd Edm(m). But&g, is a weak * closed subalgebra of L"(m), 
so d"(mI d)= XddOICO(m)Wk*L (m)E d"(m). Similarly dm(mIC\A)E 
d"(m). Hence d~(m)=d;"(m(A)@d"(m\@\A). 
Suppose R"(K, mlA)# L"(mlA). Then by 111.11, there exists a point 
w E E, and a representing measure rFr for w on R(E) supported on i3E such 
that 6z<mlA. By [G,VI.1.2], IV.l, and IV.8, m<rk Thus m<mlA. This 
contradicts m(@\A) > 0. Hence R"(K, m I A) = L"(m I A) and so 
dc9m(mIA)=L"3(m(A). Similarly dSC(mI@\A)=L"(mI@\A) and so 
de(m)=L"(m). 1 
An inspection of the proof of IV.9 reveals that hypodirichlicity was only 
used in proving (b)*(a), so (a)+(b) and (b)-(c) hold for arbitrary K. 
If one is not concerned with minimizing the use of hypodirichlicity in 
proving IV.9, then (b)-(c) can be gotten immediately from IV.8. 
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If one is not concerned with having a proof with possibilities for adap- 
tation beyond the hypodirichlet case and if one does not mind using a 
result coming at the end of a long and difficult paper that depends essen- 
tially on many earlier results of that paper, then the proof of (b) = (a) of 
IV.9 can be shortened. The paper is [AS] and the result [Lemma 14.5 (and 
Section 15)] asserts that R”(K, nz) is a maximal proper weak* closed sub- 
algebra of L”(m) for R(K) hypodirichlet and m a representing measure 
supported on aK for a complex homomorphism of R(K). 
In proving (b) * (a) of IV.9, the hypodirichlicity of R(K) forced the 
hypodirichlicity of R(E) which then was used two ways only, first, to force 
the E,‘s to be open and connected, and, second, to force the representing 
measures upported on dE for a complex homomorphism of R(E) to be 
mutually absolutely continuous. 
V. OPEN QUESTIONS AND RELEVANT EXAMPLES 
Is the conclusion of IV.9 true for more general K? It is convenient o dis- 
cuss this first assuming the set of nonpeak points for R(K) to be almost 
open. In this case, E itself is almost open [D, II.131 and we break our 
original question in two. 
First Question. Suppose E is almost open andf is nonconstant on each 
nontrivial part of R(E). Is f nonconstant on each component of l?‘? 
Second Question. Suppose E is almost open and ,I’ is nonconstant on 
each component of I?. Is JP(~~) = L”(P~)? 
If R(E) is hypodirichlet, the first question has an affirmative answer for 
trivial reasons. The simplest example where the first question has an affir- 
mative answer for nontrivial reasons arises when K is a string of beads [G, 
p. 146, Fig. 31 and p is area measure on K or arclength measure on the 
outer boundary of K. Here E consists of one nontrivial part of R(E) and, 
modulo a subset of K n R, is simply K”, which has two components C, 
and CP . The aflirmative answer follows easily once one uses HP theory to 
realize that fl C, and flC_ have boundary values a.e. on Kn R and that 
these boundary values on Kn R must agree a.e. Incidentally, from this fact 
we readily see that R(K) is not strongly pointwise boundedly dense in 
H”(p) and so by IV.2(b), R(E) = R(K) is not hypodirichlet. 
Below we present a theorem yielding an affirmative answer to the second 
question for many K and p with R(K) not hypodirichlet. Then we construct 
a K and p for which the answer to the second question appears to be 
unknown at present. 
Say that a component C of K” kisses a circle aA iff either KC d and C 
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contains some S = {z + pi’: r’<p<r, cr<B<p} or KGC\A and C con- 
tains some S = {z + pie: r < p < r’, c1< 6 < p}, where A = A(z; r). 
V.I. THEOREM. Suppose the set of nonpeak points for R(K) is almost 
open and Ko has only finitely many components all of which kiss circles. Let 
p be such that E= K and let f be nonconstant on each component of Z?. Then 
JwP1) = LYPU, 1. 
Proof: Note that I= K and 111.2(b) imply that Z?‘=P and aE= aK. 
Hence by III.5 it suffices to show that -c40c(p, )aK) = Lm(p, IaK). 
Let the components of Kc’ be denoted C,,..., C,. Each Ci kisses a circle 
aAi along an annular sector Si as in the definition above. Set I;= the 
interior in aA i of Sin aAi. Abusing language somewhat, for any subset C of 
a rectifiable curve, let Z(C) denote the arclength of C and let 1) C denote 
arclength measure on C. 
Since fl S, is a nonconstant bounded analytic function, by HP theory 
f\S, has boundary values F defined II &S,-a.e. and F is nonconstant in 
L”(IIZ,). A hard theorem of Chaumat [Ch, IV.31 allows us to choose 
(fn} E R(E) uniformly bounded in L”(p,) converging to f ,u~-a.e. Then 
{fn} converges pointwise boundedly to t An argument in the second 
paragraph of the proof of IV.8 applies here to show that f,, = f,, I E. Hence 
by 111.7(a), {fnlS,> . is a sequence of functions continuous on S, and 
analytic on S, converging pointwise boundedly on S, to fl S,. By HP 
theory, f, --) F weak* in Lm(Zl as,). We conclude that f is nonconstant in 
L”(pui ) I,) whenever ~1~ 1 I, xl1 as,. 
Thus if pL I I, z Z/Z,, by arguing as in the third paragraph of the proof of 
(b)~(a)ofIV.9,wegetasetAE@suchthatforv,~~,IaKnAandv,~ 
p,laK\A, dm(pL,IaK)=G=, d”(v,) with vIIZ, & 111, for j=l,2. If 
p1 I I, & I( I,, the same conclusion can be gotten by setting v, = pLI I dK 
and v2 = 0. Hence in any case, the conclusion follows. 
Split v1 and vz over Z2 just as we split p1 IaK over I,. Then take the four 
pieces of ,u~ IaK that result and split them over I, just as we split ,u~ IaK 
over Z1 . Continue up to I,. Relabelling the resulting pieces of p1 I aK, we 
see that .sl”(plIaK)=~~=, d”(v,) with vjIZi $5 IIZi for l<i<n, 
1 <j<2*. It thus suffices to show that each &llgm(v,) = L”(v,). We do this 
by showing each R”(K, v,) = L”(v,). 
Fix i and j. Suppose J is a compact subset of aAi such that Z(J) = 0. By 
[G, 11.12.61, there is a function g continuous on 2, and analytic on 2; such 
that g z 1 on J and 1 gl < 1 on ai\J. Assume, as we may, that K s Ji. Then 
ge R(K) since any function continuous on aj and analytic on Ai can be 
approximated uniformly on ai by polynomials in z. As p1 E R(K)‘, 
s g” dp, =0 for each n. But g” -+ xJ pointwise boundedly on 6;, so 
pl(J)=O. We conclude that ,uLIIaAi411aAi. 
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But then v, 1 Ii% 11 Ii and so it must be that /I Z, C v, 1 I,. Choose L a com- 
pact subset of Ii such that lvjl (L) = 0 and I(L) > 0. Let u be the harmonic 
function on di with boundary values xL on ad i and let U* be the harmonic 
conjugate of u on A;. Set h = eU+“‘*. Then h E H”(Ai) and its boundary 
values H on 8Ai satisfy 
I-ae. on L 
I-a.e. on aA ;\ L 
Let { pn} be a sequence of polynomials in z uniformly bounded in 
L” (I 1 adi) and converging weak * in L”( I I ad,) to H (the Cesaro means of 
H will do nicely). Set 
ond, 
l-a.e. on aA;. 
AS p,, + h pointwise boundedly on Ai and v, I (?A ;$I I dA,, p,, + k weak* in 
L”(v,) thus forcing k E R”(K, v,). 
Let 8’ be the envelope of v, with respect o K. For each z E d n A,, h(z) = 
lim, + m p,(z) = lim, + w d,(z)=~(~). Hence lIhll~nd,= II~llE,,,G llkll,6 
lIkll,=max{ Ilhll,,,,s,, lIHll,i,l,,,,,,.} < llHIl,s,. Clearly Si G 6 and SJ Ci szi 8. BY 
111.2(c), d n Cj= 0. Now letting i vary, we conclude that d n P = 0. 
Denote the set of nonpeak points for R(K) by Q. The definition of the 
envelope and [G, II.1 1.31 imply that &s Q. Clearly Q” = P’. Thus I c 
Q\Q’. We’ve assumed Q\Q” has area zero, so 8, too, has area zero. 
Let 0 be a weak* continuous annihilator of R” (K, v,). By 111.8, C? = 0 
area-a.e. off 6 and so area-a.e. on C. By [G, 11.8.31, (I =O. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, we are done. 1 
Theorem V.l answers our second question affirmatively for a number of 
K and p with R(E) = R(K) not hypodirichlet, e.g., K a roadrunner set [G, 
p. 52, Fig. 21, a champagne bubble set [G, p. 227, Fig. 61, or a string of 
beads, and p arclength measure on the outer boundary of K. 
Theorem V.l can be strengthened considerably. Given f a rectifiable Jor- 
dan curve and C a connected open subset of @\f, call a point p E X n r a 
strong boundary point of C with respect to Z iff Z has a normal at p and 
there exists an open isosceles triangle T c C with p being the vertex of T 
common to the two sides of T of equal length and with the normal of Z 
through p bisecting the interior angle of T at p. Say that a component C of 
K” kisses Z iff K is contained in the closure of one of the two components 
of C\Z and the set of strong boundary points of C with respect to Z has 
positive arclength as a subset of Z. Then the proof of V.l, some conformal 
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mapping theory as found in [K, I1.C and D], and a construction from 
page 130 of [OT] can be combined to yield a proof of the following 
theorem. As the resulting proof is tedious and technical, it is omitted. 
V.2. THEOREM. Suppose the set of nonpeak points for R(K) is almost 
open and p has only finitely many components all of which kiss rectifiable 
Jordan curves. Let ,a be such that E= K and let f be nonconstant on each 
component of l?‘. Then dz(pLI) = Lz(pLI). 
One comment seems called for. The definition of a strong boundary 
point given here differs from that given in COT]. With a little work 
however, it can be shown that the set of strong boundary points defined 
one way has positive arclength measure iff the set of strong boundary 
points defined the other way does. That is all that really matters here. 
We now construct a K and p not falling within the scope of any of our 
results. Given an annulus A = A(p; R)\A(p; r) and a number 0 < CI < 1, call 
{A(z,; r,,)} a suitable inner (outer) cc-collection of discs for A iff 
(a) {z,,} is a sequence of distinct points in A with In - pi + r(R) 
such that every point of dA(p; r)(aA(p; R)) can be approached by points 
from {zn} nontangentially through sectors of arbitrarily small angular 
opening, and 
(b) (rn} is a sequence of positive numbers such that the discs 
A(z,; 2r,) are all pairwise disjoint, contained in A, with radii summing to 
< ct. 
Set K, = A(0; 1). Let {A(zy); rj,‘))} be a suitable outer a-collection of 
discs for A(0; l)\A(O; l/2) with c( = t. Set K, = Ko\lJn A(zL*); r$‘)). For each 
n, let {A(zE]; rg])}m be a suitable inner cr,-collection of discs for 
A(zL’); 2rL’))\A(z!,‘); t-A’)), where C, c(,, <a. Relabel {A(zgl; rF]))n,, as 
{A(zL2); t-L*))} and set K2 = K,\U,, A(z, , (‘). r(i)). Continue in this fashion to 
get a decreasing sequence of compact sets {Km}. Set K E 0, K,,, and p F 
arclength measure on the outer boundary of K. One may appropriately call 
K a very lizzy champagne bubble set. 
Note that ti c ES K and aK has area zero, so E is almost open and our 
second question applies. Since p = pLI = p1 1 dE, III.5 is of no use here. 
Since R(K) is not hypodirichlet, IV.9 is of no use here. Although the set of 
nonpeak points for R(K) is almost open, J?’ has only one component, and 
E= K, V.2 is of no use here since p kisses no rectifiable Jordan curves. 
Third Question. For the K and p just constructed, is d4”(pL1) = L”(p,) 
whenever7 is nonconstant on each component of &‘? 
Turning to the remaining case where the set of nonpeak points for R(K) 
is not almost open, we exhibit a K showing that the conclusion of IV.9 can 
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fail. The K in question is gotten from a Swiss cheese J due to McKissick. 
For any Swiss cheese, R(J) # C(J) yet J” = @ [G, p. 26, Fig. 11. 
McKissick’s amazing Swiss cheese in addition has the property that R(J) is 
normal, i.e., given disjoint compact subsets J, and J, of J, there exists a 
function g E R(J) such that g = 0 on J, and g = 1 on J, [S, 27.43. 
Since R(J) # C(J), a result of Bishop [G, II.1 1.41 implies that the set of 
nonpeak points for R(J) is nonempty. By [G, VI.3.11, R(J) has a non- 
trivial part Q with positive area. Set K = Q and p = area measure on Q. 
Clearly ti = 0. Let z E Q. By [G, 11.11.33, we may choose a 
representing measure m # 6; for z on R(J). By [G, VI.3.31, m is supported 
on K and represents z on R(K). But then v(c) = (i-z) m(c) is a nonzero 
annihilating measure for R(K), so R(K) # C(K). Clearly R(K) is normal. By 
[G, VI.l.l, VI.2.2, and VI.3.31, Q is contained in a single part of R(K). A 
hard result due to Melnikov, Theorem 1 from [Ml, states that Q\Q con- 
sists of peak points for R(J) and thus R(K). It follows that R(K) has 
exactly one nontrivial part, namely Q. 
By [G, 11.11.31, EE Q. A hard result due to Gamelin and Garnett, 
Theorem 1.3 from [GG3], now implies that E = Q. Since P = fa, ,!!? = 0 
and E is thus far from being almost open. Let VU(K). If G(z) # 0, then by 
[G, proof of 11.8.51 (l/l(z))(v(c)/([ - z)) represents z on R(I(), and so by 
[G, 11.11.31 ZE Q. Thus f =0 area-a.e. off Q = E, i.e., vIR(E). By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem and 111.7(a), R(E) = R(K). Hence R(E) has exactly 
one nontrivial part, namely E. 
Fix p E E. Since E has positive area, we may choose 0 < r < R such that 
for d E d(p; r) and d’ e d(p; R), the areas of both End and E\d’ are 
both positive. Since K” = 0, we may select {z,,} c C\K converging to p. Set 
L(i) = l/Cl - 4. Then 
If,(~)1 G llfnllFD,dIl~LpIK\~ll + IlfnllKndll~plKn4. 
Since IfH( -+ cc and I~fnJJlr~d~lpLpJx\A)) remains bounded as n -+ 00, it 
must be that 11~~ 1 K n A I( # 0. Thus any pLp uts mass on A. 
Fix a pLp and set v(c) z ([ - p) pLp([). By a result of Bishop [G, 11.10.21, v 
can be written as v1 + v2, where v, E R(K)l has support in K n A’ and 
VIE R(K)’ has support in K\J. Clearly v1 must put mass on d and so is 
nonzero. By [G, 11.10.1 and the proof of 11.10.21, v1 = hv- (l/n) ahhd 
(area), where h is a compactly supported continuously differentiable 
function. But 0 = 0 area-a.e. off E= Q by 111.8. Hence v, +p. By 111.1, 
v, @pi. Thus we have constructed a nonzero weak* continuous 
annihilator v1 of R”(K, ,uI) with support in Kn A’. 
Let fe R(K) be such that f=O on spt v, u (Kn d) and f= 1 on ad’. 
Clearly f satisfies (b) and (c) of IV.9. However, .d”(p,)Ispt v, = 
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R”(K ~,)lspt VI. It follows that v, is a nonzero weak* continuous 
annihilator of L%‘~(P~) and so LS’~(~~) # Lm(gLI). Thus (a) of IV.9 fails. 
In this example, although J is nonconstant on the single nontrivial part 
of R(E), it is constant on a subset of positive area in that part. This 
suggests the following. 
For& Question. For K and ,U arbitrary, is *dE(pLI) = L”(pL) iff each 
level set of r has area zero? 
Of course, if E is almost open and f is nonconstant on each component 
of l,?, then by analyticity each level set off will be a countable subset of ,J? 
union a subset of I?,,@’ and so have area zero. Conversely, if each level set 
off has area zero, then j: is nonconstant on each component of E”. Thus 
when E is almost open, the “if’ part of the fourth question becomes the 
second question. 
Incidently, abbreviating the condition on fin the fourth question by (c’), 
the last paragraph and IV.8 show that (c) from IV,9o(c’) when R(K) is 
hypodirichlet. We also know that (b) from IV.9 o (c) from IV.9 always. 
The obvious questions arise. Abbreviate the condition that each levei set of 
f have pL,-measure zero by (b’). Is (b) from IV.so(b’) when R(K) is 
hypodirichlet? Is (b’)o (c’) always? The answer is “no” on both counts 
since one can have R(K) dirichlet and pL = ,U totally atomic. As an example 
of this phenomenon consider K = d(0; 1) and p =C, dZn/2” where (z~} is a 
sequence of distinct points in d(0; 1) with /z,I + 1 such that every point of 
ad(O; 1) can be approached nontangentially by points from {z,,}. Thus for 
K and p arbitrary, there appears to be no natural condition on ,f. as 
opposed to x with a chance of being equivalent to .dE(pL) = L”(P~). 
With regard to the “only if’ part of the fourth question, the obvious way 
to show that JZJ’~(~~) #L”(P~) given a level set off of positive area is to 
construct a nonzero weak* continuous annihilating measure of R”(K, ,ul) 
concentrated on that level set. Assuming that area measure on E is 
absolutely continuous with respect o P and that a level set ofj‘ has interior 
relative to E, this can be done by modifying the argument, hinging on [G, 
11.10.21, just given for the example above. 
Finally, we have had occasion to use the fact that R(E) inherits certain 
properties of R(K). This enabled us to state certain hypotheses directly in 
terms of R(K) (as in III.6 and IV.9). When properties do not pass from 
R(K) to R(E) or when we are ignorant as to whether they do or not, then 
we must also put hypotheses on K and /L that force R(E) = R(K) (as in V.l 
and V.2) or simply state hypotheses in terms of R(E). This inconvenience, 
and natural curiosity, suggest he following. 
Fifth Question. Which properties does R(E) inherit from R(K) and 
which does it not? 
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